Creating Trust Worldwide

> Providing INTERPOL with secure travel
documents
Morpho was chosen for the INTERPOL Travel
Document initiative to deliver a complete identity
management solution. (MorphoCIVIS™ Software
Suite) Morpho will manage the issuance of
highly secure travel documents (e-Passports and
e-ID cards) to INTERPOL’s members. This includes multibiometric data enrollment, identity checks, document
personalization and production.
The travel documents will integrate state-of-the art
security features, including 3D Photo ID™, a threedimensional laser-engraved portrait of the document
holder which is clearly visible without the use of any
special equipment. 3D Photo ID™ helps to tackle
document fraud as any attempt to forge the document
by changing the portrait is immediately noticeable.
Morpho brings unrivalled levels of quality, reliability and
security to travel documents.

> About Morpho
Morpho, a high-technology company in the Safran
group, is one of the world’s leading suppliers of
identification, detection and e-document solutions.
Headquartered in Paris, France, it employs over 7,500
employees in over 40 countries. Morpho creates
trust worldwide by delivering innovative security
solutions to governments, police and border agencies,
administrations and businesses for a wide range of
applications including aviation security, electronic
document issuance, biometric identification, access
control and road safety. Morpho’s integrated systems
and equipment are deployed worldwide and contribute
to the safety and security of transportation, data, people
and countries.

Morpho has delivered more than 300 million secure
ID documents to date within 100 identity management
programs for both public and private sector customers
worldwide. With its solid expertise in identity
management, biometrics, smart cards and secure
printing, the company is equipped to provide INTERPOL
with state-of-the-art travel documents which meet the
industry’s highest security standards.
Uniquely positioned as the worldwide leader
in biometric technology (iris, fingerprint and facial
recognition), Morpho provides products and
services covering the entire secure spectrum of
secure credentialing, including enrollment, identity
verification, identity database management, document
production and issuance and document authentication.
Governments across the world have chosen Morpho
to supply their highly secure identification documents:
e-ID cards, e-Passports, driver licenses, biometric visas,
voter IDs and health cards. By combining proven
expertise with innovative technologies, Morpho helps
to protect and secure identities.
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